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Celebration of Success – French Year 4 

I can: 

� say several finger rhymes from memory; 

� sing some traditional French songs from memory; 

� plan and perform a short sketch; 

� listen to a story in French; 

� understand a story in French by using the illustrations and my experience of similar stories 
to help me; 

� enjoy reading French story books by myself; 

� count how many times I hear a particular word in a song or story; 

� play the word class game; 

� join in with some phrases in a story or song; 

� identify certain phonemes; 

� identify rhyming words in a song; 

� hear the plural form of nouns and adjectives; 

� count sets of objects and notice how the plural sounds; 

� listen to and join in with stories, songs and finger rhymes; 

� ask and answer some questions; 

� turn statements into questions; 

� read some phrases in a story book; 

� read a recipe from a recipe book; 

� use a bilingual dictionary to check spellings; 

� use a bilingual dictionary to find meanings; 

� understand the abbreviations used for word classes in the dictionary; 

� spell some French words; 

� build sentences using nouns and verbs; 

� build sentences including adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions; 

� identify and use some simple punctuation; 

� understand how pronunciation changes when some words combine together; 

� talk about some celebrations that are special for me and for other people; 

� talk to French children about what I like doing; 

� listen to French children to find out what they like doing; 

� say Happy Christmas, Happy New Year, Happy Easter and Happy Birthday in French; 

� say Happy Christmas, Happy New Year, Happy Easter and Happy Birthday in other 
languages; 

� sing some French Christmas carols and songs; 

� send Christmas cards, Easter cards and birthday cards to others; 

� use webcams and websites to find out about towns in France; 

� look at a map of Europe and find France and the UK; 

� mark the route from school to a town in France; 

� identify some French ports; 

� recognise music composed by Ravel; 

� recognise some paintings by Degas, Cézanne and Matisse; 

� perform traditional French dances, e.g. Polka des Bébés; 

� sing a British folk song, e.g. Strawberry Fair; 

� perform a traditional British dance. 

 


